
THE MANIFOLDS OF LINEAR ELEMENTS OF AN w-SPHERE 
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1. Introduction. The 3-manifolds of oriented and non-oriented lin
ear elements of closed surfaces have been investigated by Nielsen,1 

Hotelling,2 Threlfall,3 van der Waerden and others.4 In the present 
paper we take up the case of the space M of oriented linear elements, 
and the space Mf of non-oriented linear elements, of an w-sphere, 
n ^ 1. The chief tools in the present investigation are certain orthogo
nal transformations (§§3-4) and theorems on addition of complexes.5 

Our success in the determination of certain homology classes (§§7-8, 
14) leads to complete determination of (integral) Betti groups of M 
and M'. Our results may be summarized as follows: 

(Ml) For n>\, M is an orientable (2w —l)-manifold. Its Betti 
groups, which are not the null groups, are the following: For even n, 
J5° and B2n~l~G0 (AH, p. 556) and J5W-1«G2; for odd n, B\ B2n~\ 
Bn~\ and 5 n «G 0 . 

(M2) For n = 2, M is the projective space. For n > 2, its fundamen
tal group is the identity. 

(M3) For n = l, 3, 7, M is the topological product of an ^-sphere 
and an (n — l)-sphere. 

(M'l) For # > 1 , Mf is an orientable or a non-orientable (2w —1)-
manifold according as n is even or odd. Its Betti groups, which are 
not the null, are the following: For even w, B° and B2n^x^Got 

J5W-1«G4, and Br~G2, r = l, 3, • • • , w - 3 ; » + l , w+3, • • • , 2w-3. 
For odd n, B° and S n«G 0 , and B r«G2 , r = 1, 3, • • • , n-l\ n + 1 , 
n+3, • • • , 2w-2. 

(M'2) For n = 2> M' is the lens space (Linsenraum) (4,l).fl For n>2, 
its fundamental group is the cyclic group of order 2. 
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(M'3) For w = l, 3, 7, M' is the topological product of an ^-sphere 
and an (w —1)-dimensional projective space. 

I. THE MANIFOLD M OF ORIENTED LINEAR ELEMENTS 

2. The representation of M. The w-sphere, n ^ l , may be repre
sented in the Euclidean (w+l)-space X of the points (x0, #i> • • • > xn) 
by the unit sphere: x'x=xl+xl+ • • • +a£ = l, where # denotes the 
matrix of one column of the coordinates of the point, and x' the trans
posed of the matrix x. Similarly we have y, yf and the space Y. The 
space M is then represented by the subspace of the topological prod
uct R = XXY, defined by the equations 

M x'x = 1, x'y = 0, y'y = 1. 

Evidently this subspace is a closed (2w — l)-manifold when it is con
nected (AH, p. 404). Henceforth we shall take this subspace as the 
space M, and speak of the points of M instead of oriented linear ele
ments. 

3. The two "halves" of M. The decomposition of the ^-sphere 
xfx = 1 into the two w-cells corresponding to x0 è 0 and Xo S 0 gives 
rise to that of M into the two halves: 

Afi xo ̂  0, xfx = 1, x'y — 0, y'y = 1; 

M2 %o S 0, x'x = 1, x'y = 0, y'y = 1. 

Let e denote the matrix of- one column of the n+1 elements 
1, 0, • • • , 0. The matrix 

4 i = (x + e)(x + ey/(xo+l)-I, 

where #'# = 1, #0+1^0, and the matrix 

At = (x — e)(x — e)'/(xo — 1) + J, 

where x'x — 1, x0 —1?**0, are symmetric and orthogonal, and have x' 
and x as their first rows and columns.7 Let w(i) = (t$\ uf% • • • , w^) 
and ü(i) = (ï4*\ ^ , • • • , v$) denote points in the Euclidean (w+1)-
spaces Ui and V% respectively, i = l, 2. Form the mappings8 

ti u(i) = x, zj(i) = ^4t3/. 

7 H. W. Turnbull and A, C. Aitken, An introduction to the theory of canonical 
matrices, London, 1932, Lemma II, p. 104. 

8 The author wishes to express his gratitude to his colleague Professor P. L. Hsu 
for the construction of the matrices Bn+i and the mapping to in §10 and for the refer
ence in footnote 7. The construction of ti is then immediate. 
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t% and h are topological mappings of M\ and M% respectively on 

Ai Wo è 0, w u = 1, t>o = 0, » !i = 1 

ini?1=?7iXF1and 

TT <2> ^ - n < 2 > ' <2> < <2> r> < 2 > ' <2> ^ 

in P2 = U*XV%. Let Ex be the «-cell: utf^O, uM'uM = l in £A, E2 

the^cell :42 )^0,^2>V2> = l i n t/2f and S< the (rc-l)-sphere: i$ = 0, 
»(OV*)=:l in F*. Evidently X^E^XS». 

4. M as sum. The case w*=l. Let us denote the subspace: tfo=0, 
#'# = 1, #';y = 0, y'y = l in R by Bd(ifi) = Bd(M2), and the subspace: 
4^ = 0, *<*>'««> « 1 in C/fby Bd(E*), and finally set Bd(iQ = Bd(Ei) 
XSi, the topological product of two (w —1)-spheres. Let P be any 
point of Bd(Mi). Then *<(P) =Pt- of Bd(J£<),and P2 = /2r

1(-Pi) is a topo
logical mapping of Bd(üCi) on Bd(22"2). Since the symmetric and or
thogonal matrix Ai~A{ =-4f1, the topological mapping t — hfr1 of 
Bd(Xi) on Bd(K2) is given by ^42-4i, with x in the two factor matrices 
replaced by w(1). Let w(1) denote the matrix of one column of the n+1 
elements: 0, u^\ • • • , u%K Then evidently 

t u™ = «w, v™ = [2(flUW + ee') - l)v™. 

Through identification of all pairs of points of Bd(j£i) and Bd(X2), 
corresponding under t, there results from Ki and K2 a sum6 K1+K2. 
Since M is homeomorphic with K1+K2, we shall write M=Ki+K2. 

For n = l, X< consists of two semicircles. By means of 2, the two 
end points of each semicircle of K\ or K2 are identified with the two 
end points of one and only one semicircle of K2 or Ki respectively. 
Hence M is the topological product of a 1-sphere and a 0-sphere. 

5. The fundamental group. The case n = 2. For n > 2, all the funda
mental groups of the topological products Ki and Bd(2Q are the 
identity (ST, p. 156), and therefore that of M is also the identity 
(ST, p. 179). 

For general w, let e denote the point (0, • • • , 0, 1) in a Euclidean 
(w+l)-space. Let mi and &* denote respectively the in — l)-spheres 
Bd(Ei)X€ and eXSi on Bd(Ki), and be called the meridian and lati
tude oiBd(Ki). 

In the remaining part of this section we confine ourselves exclu
sively to the case n~2. Denote by Oi the point (e; e) of the torus 
Bd{Ki) and take it as the initial point of closed oriented curves on Ki. 
Obviously t(Oi) =02. The meridian and latitude circles mi and bi will 
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be regarded as with definite orientations, fixed as follows. First, take 
the senses of increasing 0 and $ in the parametric representations 

(1) A (1) . â CD â (1) n (X) (1) 

nti uo = 0, U\ = sm 0, Ui = cos 0; z;0 = 0, Vi = 0, v2 = 1, 
r (1) A (1) n (1) < (1) A (1) . , (1) 

01 Wo = 0, wi == 0, u2 = 1; ?>o = 0, Vi = — sm <£, v2 = cos<£ 
as the orientations of m% and 6< respectively. Now 

t(mi) 

Kh) 

(2) 
Wo 

(2) 
VQ 

(2) 
UQ 

(2) 
V0 

o, 
o, 
o, 
o, 

( 2 ) • Û 

u\ = sm 0, (2) • on Vi = sm 20, 

wi = 0, 
(2) . 

z>i = sin 0, 

( 2 ) Û w2 = cos 0; 
(2 ) oa 

z;2 = cos 20, 
(2) 

w2 = 1 ; 
(2) 

V2 = COS 0 . 

Let (w(i); î>(i)) denote a variable point of a subspace T. We shall 
call the subspace of (w(i); e) and that of (e; z;(i)) the projections gi(T) 
and ^ ( r ) . g«- are evidently continuous mappings of I \ The projec
tions git (nti) of /(mi) and g2/(&i) of t(bi) are respectively ra2 and 62. 
Moreover gi/ is a topological mapping of Wi on m2, and g2/ = / a topo
logical mapping of bi on 62. Now fix the orientations of m2 and b2 by 
demanding that git maps the oriented mi on the oriented m2 and that 
g2t maps the oriented bi on the oriented b2. 

Let [m<], [&*] denote the classes of closed oriented curves through 
Oi on Ki, homotopically deformable into m» and bi when the point 0» 
is kept fixed. The fundamental group of Ki is given by the two gen
erators [nti]f [bi] and the defining relation [mi] = 1. From the repre
sentation of /(mi) it is obvious that , when a variable point Pi starts 
from Oi and describes the oriented mi once, the point /(Pi) starts 
from 02 and describes a closed oriented curve on Bd(2£2) in such a way 
tha t its projection gi/(Pi) describes the oriented m2 once and its pro
jection g2/(Pi) the oriented b2 twice. Furthermore / maps the oriented 
bi on the oriented b2. From the usual consideration of the Euclidean 
plane as the universal covering of Bd(üT2), we conclude that in the 
fundamental group of K2l 

[t(mi)] = [*»,] [*'], [/(Ji)] = [ftj. 

Hence the fundamental group of M is given by the single generator 
[bx] and the defining relation [&f] = 1 (ST, pp. 177-178), or is the 
cyclic group of order 2. 

In fact, Ki, K2 and the mapping / of Bd(iCi) on Bd(iC2) define the 
Heegaard diagram of the 3-manifold M. From the enumeration of 
all the 3-manifolds whose Heegaard diagrams lie on a torus (ST, 
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pp. 210, 220), M is the 3-dimensional projective space. This is a new 
proof of a well known result.9 

6. The projections of /(mi). These projections were used in the pre
ceding section for the determination of the fundamental group of M 
for w = 2, and will be investigated here and in the next two sections 
for the determination in §9 of Bn~l(M) and Bn{M) for w ^ 2 . Hence
forth suppose always n^2. Now 

(tmi) 

Kbi) 

(2) 
UQ 

(2) 
00 

(2) 
Vn 

(2) 
UQ 

(2) 
VQ 

= 

= 

r= 

= 

= 

o, 
o, 

(2) 
Ui 

(2) 
Vl 

1 / ( 1 ) \ 2 

2{Un ) 

0, 

o, 

(2) 
Ui 

(2) 
Vl 

= 

= 

— 

= 

= 

(I) 
Ui , • • • 

LUi Un 

l, 

o, • • • , 
(1) 

~ Vi , • 

(2) 

i 

(2) 
Wn-1 

i 

(2) 

= o, 
(2) 

*>n-l = 

(1) 
n î 

= 

» 
o U) CD 

(2) 

wn = 1 ; 
(1) » 

- z>n_i, tf, 
(2) (1) 
n = Vn • 

Again obviously gi£ is a topological mapping of frti on W2 and g2* = t 
a topological mapping of bx on 62. The most important projection 
gît (mi) is given by 

gitM 

(2) (2) (2) 
Wo = 0 , Wi == 0, • • • , «n-1 

(2) - (2) (1) (1) 
VQ = 0 , Vi = 2Ui Un , • • • 

(2) 0 , (Ds2 

v» = 2(Un ) — 1. 

n (2 ) 

= 0, Wn 
(2) 

, Vn-l = ^ 

= 1, 
(1) (1) 

git maps mi continuously in &2. I t maps all the points (0, u^\ • • • , 
*4-i> 0)Xe of Wi on the single point €X(0, • • • , 0, —1) of &2. When 
*i2,?e — l, that is, when u^^O, the last n equations above can be 
solved for w(1) in terms of vf\ • • • , vn

2\ Hence g%t maps mi on 62-
Moreover, on the same point eX(0, u(2), • • • , *42)) of 62, £2* maps 
the pair of points (0, ±w(

1
1), • • • , ±un

1))Xe of mi, but no other point 
of wi when v^} 9e — 1. In fact, g2̂  maps continuously each of the closed 
halves, m{ and m{', of Wi corresponding to w»1} ^ 0 and u^ :§0, on 62; 
and it maps topologically each of the open halves of mi, corresponding 
to un

l) > 0 and un
l) < 0 , on &2 minus the point corresponding to v® = — 1. 

Take a simplicial decomposition of the meridian mi, symmetric 
with respect to the center and to the topological product of the hyper-
plane un

x) = 0 and the point e. Take a coherent orientation of this 
simplicial mi. Denote respectively again by mi, mi, ml' the (» — 1)-
cycle and the (» — l)-complexes, which are the sums of all the 

9 See, for example, Seifert's Solution of problem 124, mentioned in footnote 4; 
and C. Weber's Solution of problem 84, ibid. pp. 5-6. 
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(n — l)-simplexes on mi, m / , m " , so oriented. By means of the 
mapping g2/, the coherent orientation of ml induces an orientation 
of 62. Take any simplicial decomposition of b% and a coherent orienta
tion determined by this induced orientation. Denote again by 62 the 
(n — l)-cycle which is the sum of all the (n — l)-simplexes on &2 so 
oriented. Then, from the last paragraph, on Bd(Jf2) the homology 
class of the singular cycle (ST, p . 97) g%t(ml ) and that of the cycle 62 
are the same: (git(ml ))* = 62* on BdiK*). 

Now let Q0Q1 • • • (?w-i be an oriented simplex in the coherent ori
entation of the simplicial mi. Let Ql be the diametrically opposite 
point of Qi on mi. Then either the oriented simplex Q£ Ql • • • Qn-i 
or the oppositely oriented simplex — QÓ Ql • • • Qn~i is in the co
herent orientation of mi according as n is even or odd. Hence, on 
Bd(i£2), (g%t(m{'))* =*bf for even n, but = —62* for odd #. Hence, on 
Bd(2£2), and therefore also onjK"2, (g2/(mi))* = 2&2* for even n, but ==0 
for odd n. 

7. The homology classes of /(mi) and t(h) on K*. To determine 
the homology class of /(mi) on ÜT2, let us regard the 2w+2 equations 
of /(mi) in §6 as parametric equations of /(mi) with the n parameters 
#(1), which are the coordinates of a variable point of the (n —1)-
sphere 5 : #(1>'#(1) = 1. Introduce as another parameter the point r of 
the interval T: O ^ r ^ l . After proper simplicial decomposition and 
coherent orientation of D = TXS, we have as boundary Bd(Z>) of D: 
Bd(jD) = 5o — SI, where 5 / denotes the topological product of the 
point r and S. Now map 2) continuously in R2 by the mapping: 

(2) ,. 2 1/2 (2) 
Wo = — (1 — T ) , Wi = 

(2) n (2) (1) (1) 
l>0 = 0 , Vi = 2^1 Wn , • 

(1) (2) (1) 
= TUi , • • • , Un -TUn 

(2) (1) (1) 
• • , Vn-l = lUn-\Un , 

<2) 0 / ( 1 \ 2 A Vn = 2(wn ) - 1. 

Obviously fi(D) is on JRT2, and / i = / on 5 / =mi. Hence 

Again after proper simplicial decomposition and coherent orienta
tion of H—2XS, where 2 is the interval: O ^ c r ^ l , we have 
Bd(J3) = 5o / — S / ' where S," denotes the topological product of the 
point a and S. Map H in i?2 by the continuous mapping 

( 2 ) / /n\ ( 2 ) n ( 2 ) A ( 2 ) • / //i\ 

r Uo = — cos ((T7r/2), Wi = 0, • • • , wn-i = 0, wM = sin (cnr/2); 
(2) A (2) (1) (1) (2) (1) (1) (2) (1) 2 

Z>0 = 0, Vi = 2Ui Un , ' * ' , Vn-1 = 2un-lUn , *>n = 2(wn ) — 1. 
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Obviously f2(H) is on K2y / 2 =/ i on S0" = So', ai*d h(Sl')=g2t(mi). 
Hence 

fi(Si) = /2(S0") ~/ 2(Si") = fc*&»0 on K2. 

This homology together with the preceding one gives 

t(mi) ~ g2t(mi) on K2. 

From the result at the end of §6, we have finally that, on K2t {t(rni))* 
— 2b2* for even n, but =0 for odd n. 

Obviously (t(bi))* = b? on K2. 
On the sum Ki+K2> formed by means of the mapping ty fn? = 2b2* 

for even n, but = 0 for odd n, and b? = 62*. 

8. The homology classes of /(mi) and t(bi) on Bd(jRT2). From 
Künneth's theorem on the Betti groups of topological product of 
complexes (AH, p. 308), the Betti groups of Ki and Bd(Ki) together 
with their bases can be easily determined. All Ki and Bd(2£») have 
no torsion coefficients. Their only Betti numbers, which are not zero, 
are p°(Ki) * p^\Ki) = 1, and p°(Bd(Ki)) = £2»~2(Bd(2Q) = 1, 
^~1(Bd(X,)) = 2. 

Let m? and b? denote respectively the homology classes of the 
(w-l)-cycles on Ki or Bd(j£»), which are the sums of all the co
herently oriented (» — l)-simplexes on certain simplicial decomposi
tions of mi and 6».10 Then the (w — 1)-dimensional homology basis of 
Ki consists of b? only, while that of Bd(X,), of m f and b?. 

The (n — 1)-dimensional Betti group Bn""1(Bd(X"<)) is the free 
Abelian group with the two free generators mf and bf. The topologi
cal mapping t of Bd(üCi) on Bd(J£2) induces an isomorphism of 
B'-KBdCJEO) on Bn"l{Qà{K2)) (ST, p. 98). This isomorphism must 
be given by 

(t(md)* = am? + 0b?, (t(bi))* = ym2* + 5«2*, 

on Bd(j£2), where the coefficients are integers and ceo— fiy= ± l . u 

From the equations of t(bi) in §6, 7 = 0; and therefore 8= ± 1 . Hence 
a = ± 1. Take the simplicial decompositions and coherent orientations 
of mi and b2 as given in §6 .We can then, and shall, assign coherent ori
entations to m2 and b\ such that 8 = 1 and a = l. Hence (/(mi))* 
= m2*+/3&2*, and (/(6i))* = 62* on Bd(2£2). The first equation implies 

10 The two interpretations of the symbols w<* and bi* (namely, on Ki or on 
Bd(üTi)) will give rise to no confusion, as we shall always state explicitly the complex 
on which the homology classes are considered. 

11 K. Reidemeister, Einführung in die kombinatorische Topologie, Braunschweig, 
1932, p. 95. 
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(/(wi))*=j8&2* on K2t since W2* = 0 on K2. From the result at the end 
of §7, j8 = 2 for even n, but = 0 for odd n. Hence, on Bd(J£2), 
(/(m1))*=m2*+2&2* for even n, but ~m2* for odd n. 

Let Ki'Kz denote either of the isomorphic sub-complexes of K\ 
and K2, which are to be identified in forming the sum K\+K2: 
2Ti-2£a = Bd(2Ci)»Bd(2S:i). On KVK2} Mi* = m2*+2b2* for even n, but 
= w2* for odd n, and bj*=*b<f. 

9. The Betti groups of M. I t is obvious that B°(M) «Go. 
Let Nr(Ki-K2) be the subgroup of J5r(jKTi-JK*2), whose elements are 

the homology classes of those r-cycles, which are null-homologous on 
both Kx and K2; Sr(Kx+K2) the sub-group of Br{Kx+K2), whose 
elements are the homology classes of those r-cycles, each of which is 
the sum of one r-cycle on Kx and one r-cycle on K2. We shall deter
mine as follows Br(M) by means of the theorem: 

JJ'(Jf) - S'(Ki + K2) « Nr-\KVK2) 

for every r ^ l (AH, p. 293). 
Let n be even. We say that S"^l(Ki+K%) «G2 , N*«-*{KVK2) « G O , 

and Sr(Ki+K2), N^K^K*) are the null for all other values of 
r â l . Let us prove first for example Sn^1(Kx+K2) «G2 . Any (n — l)-
cycle on JST* is homologous on X,- to an integral multiple of bi. Hence 
any (n — l)-cycle on Kx+K2t which is a sum of one (n — l)-cycle on 
ÜTi and one (# — 1)-cycle on K2, is homologous on -KTi+JSTg to a linear 
combination of b\ and &2 with integral coefficients. From the results 
in §7, 2&2* = 0 and bx* = b2* on Ki+K2. Moreover, WVO on Kx+K2. 
For, if otherwise, let C be a complex on X1+.K2, such that Bd(C) =61. 
Let C = C i + C 2 , where d is on K*. Then 61~Bd(Ci) = Bd(C2). This 
shows that the right member would be on K2t while the left member 
would be on K\. Hence Bd(C2) and b\ — Bd(Ci), and therefore Bd(Ci), 
would be all on KXK2. Being on KXK2 and null-homologous on Ki, 
Bd(C»-) would be homologous on Kx-K2 to an integral multiple of mit 

say \iifii. Hence b* =XiW* +X2W2* on KXK2, which is impossible 
from §8. Hence bf^O on Kx+K2, and S^Ki+Kà^G*. Next 
Nn~l(Kx'K2)ttGi follows from §8. The other isomorphisms stated 
are obvious, and we shall omit the proof. 

Hence for every r ^ l , at least one of the two groups Sr(Kx+K2) 
and Nr~l(Ki'K2) is the null, and, from the theorem stated above, 
Br(M) is isomorphic with the other group. Consequently Bn~l(M) 
«G2 , B2n~l(M) «Go, and Br(M) «Gi for all other values of r ^ 1. 

Similarly, when n is odd, S"~l(Ki+K2), N^Ki • K2)t N2n~2(Ki • K2) 
all «Go, and Sr(Kx+K2), N*~l(KvK2)~Gx for all other values 

file:///iifii
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of r ^ l . Consequently Bn~l{M), Bn(M) and B2n~l{M) all «G 0 , and 
Br(M) « Gi for all other values of r â 1. 

Thus the proof of the statements in (Ml) and (M2) in §1 is com
pleted. 

10. The cases n - 1 , 3, 7.8 Let 

XQ 

XI 

x2 

Xz 

Xi 

Xs 

Xz 

x7 

Xi 

— Xo 

-xz 

x2 

~Xs 

Xi 

X7 

— xe 

x2 

Xz 

— XQ 

— XI 

— Xz 

— x7 

Xi 

#5 

Xz 

— x2 

Xi 

— XQ 

~x7 

Xz 

— x& 

Xi 

Xi 

#5 

XQ 

X7 

— XQ 

— *1 

— x2 

— Xz 

Xs 

— Xi 

x7 

— *6 

Xi 

— XQ 

Xz 

— x2 

Xz 

-x7 

— Xi 

x& 
x2 

-Xz 

— Xo 

Xi 

x7 

Xz 

-Xs 

— Xi 

Xz 

x2 

— Xi 

— XQ 

Let Bi be the four-rowed square matrix at the upper left corner of J58, 
and B2 the two-rowed square matrix at the upper left of Bi. For 
» = 1, 3, 7, Bn+i has x' and x as the first row and column, and is or
thogonal. The mapping 

tQ u = x, v = Bn+iy 

is a topological mapping of the whole M, for w « 1, 3, 7, on 

u'u = 1, VQ = 0, v'v = 1, 

the topological product of an n-sphere and an (w — 1)-sphere. Hence 
we have our statement (M3) in §1. 

I I . T H E MANIFOLD M' OF NON-ORIENTED LINEAR ELEMENTS 

11. M' as sum. The cases n = l, 3, 7. By the symbol (x;y)^(x; —y) 
we mean tha t the two points (x; y) and (#; -y) are to be identified. 
The space M' of non-oriented linear elements of an ^-sphere is then 
represented by the equations of M and the additional condition 
(#; y)+±(x; —y). In this sense we shall say for simplicity that M' 
is M after diametrical identification (x; y)+±(x; —y). From the sym
metry of x and y in the equations of M, Mr is homeomorphic with the 
space given by the equations of M and the additional condition 
(x; y)+±(—x; y), and therefore is also the space of oriented linear 
elements of an ^-dimensional projective space. Mf is obviously a 
closed (2n — l)-manifold if it is connected. 

Let M' be decomposed also into two halves Af/f i — 1 , 2, namely 
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the Mi after diametrical identification (x; y)+±(x; — y). From the 
nature of the equations of the topological mapping U on Mi, h car
ries (x; y) and (#*; y*) respectively into (u(i); v(i)) and (u(i); — z/(i)) 
when and only when (#*; y*) = (x; —y). Hence U is a topological 
mapping of Mi on ÜT/, namely the K% after diametrical identification 
(««>; »<<))?=±(w(*>; -*>(i))- Let TT* be the S; in V{ (§3) after diametrical 
identification V«>T±-V«>, and Bd(M/), Bd(2£/) the Bd(Af<), Bd(2Q 
in §4 after diametrical identifications. Then we have here Ki = Et- X7n, 
Bd(Jlfi/)«Bd(Ma

A) and Bd(JK7) = Bd(E<)Xr<. The mapping / is a 
topological mapping of Bd(Xi) on Bd(K4). Thus, in the sense of 
homeomorphism, M' = K{ -\-K{, the sum being defined by means of t. 

In the particular cases w = l, 3, 7, from the mapping t0 in §10, 
topological on the whole M', we conclude that M' is the topological 
product of an (tt--l)-sphere and an (# —l)-dimensional projective 
space. 

12. The fundamental group. The case w = 2. Let us denote by 
7rJ the r-dimensional projective space: v$ — 0, t^ty** = 1, v^a = • • • 
= ^==0, v^+z—vW. In particular, 7T?*"1 is our 7rt« previously defined. 
Let ori = €X7rJ. For w>2, the fundamental group of Ki or Bd(JSV) 
is the cyclic group of order 2 with the class of the oriented <r\ as the 
generator (ST, p. 156). From the equations of /(&i) in §6, we know 
that t maps the oriented <r\ into properly oriented <r\. Therefore the 
fundamental group of M1 is the cyclic group of order 2 (ST, pp. 177-
178). 

When n = 2, Bd(2£/) is the torus. From §5 together with a neces
sary change of notations, we know that the fundamental group of Ki 
is given by two generators [w»] and [<?i] and the defining relation 
[mi] = 1, and that 

Hence the fundamental group of M' is the cyclic group of order 4 
(ST, pp. 177-178), in agreement with Threlfall's result,8 and M' is the 
Linsenraum (4, 1) (ST, pp. 219-220, 210, 215). 

13. The Betti groups of Ki and Bd(2T/). Henceforth we always 
assume n^2. For simplicity, let our of""1 previously defined be de
noted by ai. 

The Betti groups of the factors of Ki and Bd(J5\') together with 
their bases are well known. The Betti groups of Ki and Bd(JST/) 
together with their bases can be easily determined from Künneth's 
theorem. The Betti groups B° of Ki and Bd(2£/) are all «G0, and 
the others are listed as follows. 
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When wis even, J5r(iC/ ) «G2, r = 1,3, • • • ,w — 3, with the basis (<rj)*, 
B « - W ) » G o with the basis cr<*, J3'(Bd(2J:/)) and B— l+'(Bd(X/)) 
«G 2 with the respective bases (afl* and (Bd(E<)Xir5)*, B^HBdCX/)) 
«Go+Go with the basis wf and erf, B2 n~2(Bd(.K/))«G0 with the 
basis (BdCE^X'fl"»)*, and all the rest are the null. 

When n is odd, J5 r (K/)«G 2 , r=»l, 3, • • • , n —2, with the basis 
(oî)*, 5 r (Bd(K/ )) and Bn~1+r(Bd(K! )) «Ga with the respective bases 
(oî)* and (Bd(£i)X7TÎ)*, B^HBdCK/) ) «G 0 with the basis mf, and 
all the rest are the null. 

14. The homology classes of /(wx), t(<ri) and 2(Bd(£i)X7ri) on 
Bd(2£2 ). We shall assume as in §6 that, for even n, <r* has a simplicial 
decomposition and a proper orientation. For odd w, the projective 
space o*i is non-orientable and there is no longer any non-null (in
tegral) (w — l)-cycle on it. We assume only tha t <r% in this case has a 
simplicial decomposition and that all its (w —l)-simplexes are ori
ented so that t carries the integral complex 0*1 into the integral com
plex <r2. Regarding <n as b* after diametrical identification, we can 
apply to Mr the discussions in §§6—8 with only slight modification in 
arguments and with necessary change of notations. From these sec
tions we have evidently the following results: On K{, (2(mi))*=4(72* 
for even n, but = 0 for odd n, and (£(o'1))*=<r2* for even n. Hence on 
the sum M1 = JKY +K£ , mf =4cr2* for even w, but = 0 for odd w, and 
(Ti* = cr2* for even n. On Bd(-K2), (Kwi))*==w2*+4<r2* for even w, but 
= w2* for odd n, and (£(cri))* = <r2* for even 11. Hence on K{ JC2, 

Wi* = w2*+4cr2* for even w, but = w2* for odd w, and erf =cr2* for even w. 
Suppose tha t o-J and Bd(£i)X7rJ, r = l, 3, • • • , w — 3, w — 1 for even 

n and r = 1, 3, • • • , n — 2 for odd w, has simplicial decompositions and 
proper coherent orientations. From the nature of the equations of 
*(&i) in §6, 

(Ka[)f - ±(<r2
r)*; 

and since tis a topological mapping of Bd(J£/ ) on BdiKj ), it induces 
an isomorphism of Bn-1+r(Bd(K{)) on £n-1+r(Bd(JKY )) : 

(*(Bd (Ex) X ir[)f = ± (Bd (£2) X TT2)* 

We can, and shall, assume that the coherent orientations of <rj and 
Bd(Ei) XTTJ have been so chosen that the signs in the above equations 
are all positive. Hence on K{Ki, (oï)*«*(aS)*, (Bd(Ei)XTrï)* 
»(Bd(JE,)X*J)*. 

15. The Betti groups of M'. Obviously B\Mf) is the infinite cyclic 
group, and M' is connected. 
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Let n be even. We say that Sr(K{ -\-Ki )«G2, r = l, 3, • • • , n — 3, 
S»-l(K{+Kl)~Git N*~l(K{ -Ki)~G2, r - n + 1 , w+3, • • • , 2 » - 3 , 
N*n-*(K{-Kl)™Go, and S^X/+£« ' ) , Nr~KKi-K{) are the null 
for all other values of r è 1. The proof of these isomorphisms is based 
on the results in §§13-14 and an argument similar to that used in §9. 
Then, as in §9, we have Br(M')**G^ r = l, 3, • • • , w - 3 ; n + 1 , w+3, 
• • • , 2 * - 3 , B * - 1 ^ ' ) «04, 51»-1(Af/) «Go, and B'(Af') are the null 

for all other values of r è 1. M' is therefore orientable, when n is even. 
Similarly, when n is odd, Sr(K{+K()***Gii r = l, 3, • • • , n — 2, 

N*-l(K{-Ki)~G2, r « * + l , n+3, • • • , 2n~2, N«~l{K{ -K{)~G0, 
and S'CK/ +X2 ' ) , i V ' - W -Xi') are the null for all other values of 
r è 1. Hence jBr(ikf')«G2,r== 1,3, • • • , n - 2 ; n + l , w+3, • • • > 2 » - 2 , 
and Sn(ilf') «G0, and J3r(M') are the null for all other values of r ^ l . 
Af ' is therefore non-orientable when n is odd. 
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